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Executive Summary
Emerging Web application trends have created new challenges for both internal and customer-facing Web 
applications that directly impact performance. While application’s service level agreements (SLA) have become 
more critical than ever, standard ADC solutions only deliver a best effort SLA and do not provide the tools 
required to efficiently manage the SLA of those applications throughout their lifecycle.

Alteon, Radware’s leading application delivery controller (ADC) not only provides a complete set of Layer 4-7 
ADC functionality, but also leverages a unique multi-service architecture that incorporates next generation 
application delivery services. Coupled with customizable automation and wizards tools, it enables network 
administrators and application/line of business (LOB) owners (including non-ADC experts) to proactively 
ensure Web application SLA at all times by monitoring application performance, accelerating response times, 
securing the application itself and guaranteeing resources per application or service.

Key IT Trends Affecting Online Application Performance
While end users have grown impatient with slow application performance, enterprise IT solutions are undergoing 
several transformations that negatively impact performance provided to end users.

Virtualization, Consolidation and Shift to the Cloud
Deployment of dedicated physical resources per application can guarantee the performance of applications. 
The utilization of these resources averages below 10% - leaving room for cost savings through virtualization, 
consolidation and a cloud-shared environment.

Virtualization, consolidation and cloud environments enable a higher number of applications to share a common 
resource pool, at a higher infrastructure utilization level -significantly reducing IT costs. In addition, leveraging 
data center infrastructure virtualization and cloud services streamlines the tedious process of rolling out a new 
service in-house, which requires purchasing, configuration, SW licensing and maintenance. However, this same 
cost model which drives the shift to the cloud also presents a new type of challenge. Applications deployed on a 
shared infrastructure - like the cloud - start competing on shared resources (especially at peak times), delivering 
lower and inconsistent application performance.
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Increased Web Application Complexity
Web applications are becoming richer in functionality, but this results in heavier, more complex web pages with 
embedded objects that impose a greater penalty on performance. For example, the average webpage size grew 
90% in the past two years to 1.5MBytes1. The complexity and amount of objects per webpage continues to 
grow. It includes the number of images, cascading style sheets (CSS), and java scripts, further complicating Web 
browser rendering. As a result, Web applications are suffering a significant performance penalty that negatively 
affects the overall user experience.

Figure 1 - Web pages are getting bigger, directly affecting Web application response time. 
(Source: State of the Union report)

Mobility
There has been a major increase in the 
use of applications on mobile devices. In 
addition, mobile networks are characterized 
by a higher network delay (compared to 
wireline networks), which result in reduced 
and inconsistent application performance.  
For example, take round trip delays. “Each 
round trip can take 20-50 milliseconds for 
desktop computers – and up to a full second 
each for mobile users.2 

Interestingly enough, mobile users still 
expect their mobile browsing experience to 
be faster than on a desktop computer.

1 Source: http archive http://httparchive.org/trends.php?s=All&minlabel=Sep+1+2011&maxlabel=Sep+1+2013#bytesTotal&reqTotal
2 Radware’s State of the Union Report, Fall 2014
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Figure 2 - Mobile performance on various device generations is much  
slower than what users are willing to accept.
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Web Application Security
One of the silent killers of applications’ performance are cyber-attacks. While some cyber-attacks can cause complete 
application outages, the majority of them will “only” cause severe performance degradation. According to a research 
done by the ESG group, the top challenges of top IT professionals in maintaining their application’s SLA are security 
related. Moreover, out of the top 5 challenges they named – two of them were directly related to security.

As cyber-attacks are becoming increasingly complex and involve many vectors (both network and application 
layer), this forces the application delivery service to take an active and integrative part in protecting the 
application in order to maintain its SLAs at all times, even when under attack.

WAN Connectivity
While WAN links’ reliability has significantly improved in recent years, connectivity outages still occur from time 
to time. A good example is accidental cable damage caused by tractors digging up ground.  A recent example of 
ISP performance issues is when the submarine Internet cable connecting iiNET – the largest Australian ISP – was  
damaged. According to a 2014 research compiling 91,000 networking trouble tickets published by G. Mcglyn 
from Exinda3, WAN failures was ranked second in the top causes for network downtime.

On top of the Internet connectivity outages challenges, organizations are also facing performance instabilities 
of their Internet connections. Such instabilities can be caused by an increasing number of reasons: DNS 
performance issues that can cause significant latency increase for many of their customers. The continuous 
increase in cyber-attacks has a direct effect on the frequency on events of congestion in an ISP’s infrastructure 
and DNS. According to Prolexic, a large DDOs protection service provider, DNS attacks are on the rise, 
increasing by over 200% in 2013 alone, causing massive Internet slowdowns to more and more users.

Research conducted by Ashton, Metzler and Associates4 revealed that 86.5% of IT professionals say that their 
WAN negatively impacts business-critical applications either frequently or occasionally – a staggering statistic 
with consequences for the majority of companies.

Managing Complex, Cross Domain Services
Business critical applications normally require multiple services to integrate in order to meet the SLA required 
from them: whether it’s fast rollout times, customized traffic steering, application specific security policies or 
acceleration, or cross-site global server load balancing – all that and more are complex services that only few 
people in most organizations know how to provision and maintain. This creates a high workload on the ADC 
and security administrators, often resulting in increased probability of human errors and lowering IT agility. 
Addressing these challenges without increasing TCO (another constraint most IT teams face) requires a different 
approach to manage all of those services.

Meeting Application SLA:  
More Challenging than Ever
These new trends are causing significant penalties 
to application performance as well as inconsistent 
application SLA. Unlike the past, SLA is not just about 
availability; it has evolved into a multi-dimension term.  
It’s now clear that IT teams need to enforce a well-
defined SLA per application, which goes beyond 24/7 
availability and increased utilization. An application that 
is available but provides a response time of 30 seconds 
is not considered a well-performing application.

3 Source: http://www.exinda.com/blog/troubleshoot-network- 
   problems/top-3-causes-of-network-downtime/
4 Source: http://www.exinda.com/blog/reduce-wan-costs/ 
   wan-weigh-in-2014-unappreciated-or-overrated/

What is application SLA and how can you enforce it? A 
good SLA definition should include the following parameters:

1. Application availability – the percentage of time the  
application must be available (e.g. 99.999%)

2. Application performance – under various conditions 
like load (e.g. the amount of transactions per minute vs. 
response time), performance variation

3. End-user quality of experience – i.e. what is the 
application’s response time as experienced by the end-user 
(i.e. not just by the application admin in the data center)

4. Error rate – the percentage of error responses the 
application can deliver before breaching its SLA definition

5. The minimum percentage of application’s transactions 
which are required to meet SLA

http://www.exinda.com/blog/troubleshoot-network-problems/top-3-causes-of-network-downtime/
http://www.exinda.com/blog/troubleshoot-network-problems/top-3-causes-of-network-downtime/
http://www.exinda.com/blog/reduce-wan-costs/wan-weigh-in-2014-unappreciated-or-overrated/
http://www.exinda.com/blog/reduce-wan-costs/wan-weigh-in-2014-unappreciated-or-overrated/
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In addition, depending on the importance of the application to the organization’s operation, each application may 
require a different SLA definition. For example, an online retailer may have a very strict SLA definition for their 
online shopping application and a lighter SLA for the employee portal.

The Legacy ADC is Not Enough Anymore
Legacy ADCs are based on a best-effort approach, where all ADC resources are shared between served 
applications. No isolated resources per application can impact neighboring application performance. Moreover, 
adding features/services to one application can degrade the overall ADC performance. In order to guarantee 
and enhance applications’ SLA, several tools that have not traditionally been part of legacy ADC functionality 
are required. Legacy ADCs were never designed to guarantee applications’ SLA, especially not in a multi-
application/multi-tenant environment, as resources can’t be locked per application and there is no fault isolation 
between different applications served by the same ADC.

The legacy ADC doesn’t monitor the application’s SLA since it doesn’t gather all the relevant information (like 
transaction completion ratio, response time etc.), nor does it have a centralized analytics/reporting engine to 
represent SLA information.

While Web applications are suffering from performance hits, legacy ADCs still lack the ability to deliver Web 
application performance optimization. Their ability to offload SSL and compression tasks from the Web 
application server may optimize utilization level, but it won’t improve the end user quality of experience – leaving 
performance acceleration uncovered.

Based on recent IT trends, a next generation ADC is required. This is an ADC which is designed from the ground 
up to deliver a predictable, consistently high SLAs with full application protection and that will enable IT teams to 
define, monitor and actively enforce their application’s SLA. These characteristics simply do not exist in current 
standard ADCs.

Introducing Alteon: A Holistic Approach to SLA Assurance
Radware’s Alteon range of application delivery controllers have been designed to deliver a holistic solution 
for SLA assurance and addresses the most current challenges and trends. Alteon innovatively leverages 
several next generation services that are not available in any other ADC on the market, bundling FastView Web 
Performance Optimization (WPO), Application Performance Monitoring (APM), AppWall Web Application Firewall 
(WAF), Authentication Gateway, Advanced Denial of Service (ADoS), smart multi-homing, ITM / bandwidth 
management as well as maximum SSL and compression capacities.  The next generation ADC services provided 
by Alteon allow IT administrators to gain full control over their applications’ SLA and deliver an improved and 
consistent end user experience.

Next Generation Visibility: Application Performance Monitoring (APM) 
It is impossible to manage an application’s SLA without gaining visibility into the different parameters that affect 
it. However, old solutions for monitoring application performance and SLAs has long been considered a costly 
and complex task which required inserting hardware probes and/or integrating software agents into every 
application server.

To ensure that Web-application performance meets your customers’ expectations, one must attain visibility into 
the application performance and the actual quality of experience (QoE) end-users are experiencing. Radware’s 
SLA-based management solution provides an end-to-end, proactive approach to fully monitor, maintain and 
manage multi-dimensional SLAs of user-facing Web portals as well as internal Web applications.
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Single-Pane-of-Glass spanning all Application SLA Aspects
The Application SLA Dashboard enables you to view all major application SLA issues in a single view by 
consolidating KPIs that impact your application SLA, enabling contextually intuitive drilldown for quick fault 
isolation & Root Cause Analysis (RCA) and detailing tooltips that highlight issues spanning both ADC and security.

It enables users to visualize all critical parameters spanning per service the User Experience (UE) and data 
center SLA status, service availability, service throughput and additional infrastructure parameter indicators 
for the health of the device hardware and software resources. It also supports tooltips by highlighting poor-
performing metrics.

Figure 3 - Radware’s Application SLA Dashboard

Integrated Real-User Monitoring (RUM) with Radware’s APM
Radware’s Application Performance Monitoring (APM) monitors your Web application and end-user experience 
to provide the following key values:
 • Complete visibility of Web application performance and real-user experience, managing and tracking of  
  user-defined SLAs
 • Fast Root Cause Analysis using highly granular measurement in real-time
 • Monitoring of user traffic, with no dedicated scripts per Web application, to lower costs
 • Simple, seamless deployment 

Coupled with an advanced, centralized reporting engine, Radware’s APM service also provides a powerful tool 
for real-time visibility into all aspects of application performance and SLA. This empowers both application 
administrators and network managers to quickly detect and troubleshoot performance problems as they occur. 
The reporting server analyses the data in different forms, including:
 • Aggregation on application level—server IP address /port or traffic pattern
 • Aggregation on transaction level—collection of URLs per application
 • Geographical–based pivoting
 • Pivoting by real servers
 • Built-in SLA tracking

Figure 4 - Radware’s APM Dashboard
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The APM uses dedicated Page Collectors, which are a small and efficient JavaScripts, automatically embedded 
into the Web application pages by the Alteon ADC. The Page Collector gathers real-user measurements from 
various parts of the application delivery chain when running within the user’s browser. It monitors every user 
request and provides data center performance, network performance and end-user quality of experience. The 
Alteon ADC adds the data center latency information and sends the consolidated report to the APM analytics 
engine which resides on the APSolute Vision server. The APM server processes the report, analyses it, and 
publishes it to the dashboards.

IT organizations that use Radware’s SLA-based management tool can quickly identify application performance 
degradation before their end-users do, and work collaboratively among the application, security and network 
teams to resolve the problem based on the detailed information the SLA dashboards provide.

Next Generation Web Performance Optimization
Alteon offers a full set of tools for providing the highest application performance acceleration, including caching, 
compression, SSL offloading and TCP optimization. Alteon enables faster communication between the client and 
server while offloading CPU intensive tasks from the application server.

To resolve the performance bottleneck that exists inherently with the HTTP 1.1 protocol that is currently used, 
a new version of the protocol was introduced – HTTP/2. While all leading browsers support it, Web application 
server support is still lagging behind. Alteon encorporates an HTTP/2 gateway, which can communicate with 
client browsers in HTTP/2, and with the server it load balances in HTTP 1.1. By enabling capabilities such as 
TCP connection multiplexing, flow control, header compression and others infront of HTTP/2 capable browsers, 
the overall application performance is noticably accelerated. However, to leverage HTTP/2’s server push 
functionality, where the server (or gateway in this scenario) actively pushes resources to the browser before it 
even asks for them, the HTTP/2 gateway module alone is not enough, as it requires additional logic in order to 
understand which obejct can and should be pushed to achive faster application response times. This logic exists 
in another acceleration module that is encorporated in Alteon – FastView.

Figure 5 - Alteon’s embedded HTTP/2 gateway and FastView modules

FastView employs industry-leading technology to optimize the code of actual webpages so they render more 
quickly in a client browser.  With webpages increasing in size and complexity, latency and render times have 
become significant sources of delay, especially in a mobile environment. FastView uses a variety of techniques 
to rewrite HTML and combine Web objects. This allows  pages to automatically be compiled and optimized for 
different desktop and mobile browsers – saving on manual optimization efforts and QA costs.  The simplicity of 
the FastView deployment and its seamless adaptation to different Web applications and application changes 
allows to offload Web application code optimization work from programmers to an expert device so IT 
organizations can focus on core business competencies.

HTTP/2 HTTP1.1

Data Center
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Radware’s FastView acceleration technology employs 22 seperate acceleration treatments for different 
application and browser scenarios, including:

• Simplifying large, complex web pages – The average webpage is already over 1.5MByte and contains 100  
 objects. FastView acceleration technology automatically consolidates similar objects, such as images, CSSs,  
 Java Scripts, etc. This reduces the number of browser requests per page and the number of round trip delays,  
 resulting in faster page load times. 
• Caching – Smart caching algorithms in FastView ensures end-user clients will never download the same  
 object twice from the server, while guarnteeing the end-user will always receive the most up-to-date content.  
 The result is faster application response times, offloading browser-server requests and corresponding  
 server processing.
• Acceleration – Entire Web transactions, not just single webpages, are accelerated. FastView learns and  
 predicts where online visitors are likely to go next. It preloads the relevant elements of subsequent webpages  
 into the browser’s cache to have them locally on standby resulting in faster response time for multi- 
 page transaction.
• Third-Party timing and SLAs – Retrieve third-party content as well as create third-party SLAs that allot a  
 maximum wait time for each third-party script on a page. If the script has not loaded within this time frame, it  
 is deferred until after the remainder of the page renders and/or is cancelled altogether. 
• Recognizing that not all browsers are created equal – Acceleration techniques that work for one browser  
 type can slow or even break pages in another.  FastView creates custom optimization templates for each  
 browser, ensuring that pages load  in the most efficient way possible on each browser type.  
• Acceleration for mobile devices:
  - Mobile caching – mobile devices often use a limited and useless cache mechanism. FastView  
   automatically creates a dedicated caching solution for the Web application on any mobile browser based  
   on HTML5 local storage. 
  - Image resizing – FastView can autmomatically detect requests for images from devices with smaller  
   screens and automatically resize images according to the device’s size, reducing the file size and  
   simplifying image rendering.
  - Touch-to-click conversion – While mobile devices use touch screens, any finger press on a link  
   needs to be converted to a mouse click by the Web application – taking upto half a second of delay.  
   FastView eliminates this delay by automatically converting touches to clicks for mobile clients.
• Image optimization – Radware’s PerfectImage technology is an algorithm that optimize images - significantly  
 reducing image file size while ensuring minimal image quality degradation, per each image request, per  
 each browser type. By using a DCIM (Digital Camera Images) human vision algorithm, images are carefully  
 compressed using various image compression formats (such as JPEG, JPEG 2000, WebP, and others) so that  
 the final image has less than 1.5% difference vs. the original image, which is invisible to the human eye.  
 Another outcome of applying PerfectImage is that the image file size can shrink by up to 80%.

Figure 6 - FastView offline learning engine for real time Web performance optimization per browser.
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Unique Attack Mitigation Architecture 
A key component of Radware’s Attack Mitigation Network (AMN), Alteon delivers the best Web application 
security coverage. Leveraging a unique Defense Messaging mechanism, it efficiently mitigates attacks by 
signaling attack information to Radware’s DefensePipe cloud service and Radware DefensePro data center 
attack mitigator.  

Blocking DoS Attacks Before They Block the Application
The Alteon ADC is situated in a strategic location of the application delivery chain, overlooking all application-
related traffic. By inspecting various traffic parameters (e.g. bandwidth, PPS, CPS, CEC) as well as ADC health 
parameters (e.g. CPU utilization, network table’s capacity) under normal conditions, it can set a baseline for 
normal traffic and effectively identify anomalies related to cyber-attacks. Alteon can mitigate those attacks by 
leveraging the Defense Messaging mechanism and sending information about the attack detected back to the 
other components of the Attack Mitigation Network (AMN) solution, blocking the attack further away from the 
application itself:

• Signaling to DefensePro mitigates the attack at the perimeter of the organization’s network, before it enters it.
• Signaling to DefensePipe pushes volumetric attacks to a scrubbing center in the cloud, eliminating risks of  
 saturating the Internet connection pipe of the organization.

As a result, attacks can be detected anywhere (i.e. at the edge of the network, inside the datacenter etc.) and 
mitigated in the best location to ensure consistent application SLA even under attack.

Application Level Protection with Advanced WAF Services
Protecting applications from cyber-attacks has become an essential part of the SLA assurance that ADCs 
are designed to provide. The AppWall module (Radware’s WAF), embedded in Alteon, is an important part of 
Radware’s application delivery architecture, designed to ensure SLAs, even when under attack. This solution 
offers three unique technologies which enable it to provide better security, higher performance, unmatched 
scalability and overall fastest time-to-protection of any application – with minimal risks.

Auto learning: One of the main challenges in any WAF deployment is the ability to eliminate false positives that 
block legitimate application transactions. It often requires tedious security policy optimization per application 
and ongoing maintenance. AppWall modules embedded in Alteon includes an advanced auto learning auto 
policy generator which seamlessly learns the application zones (e.g. customers zone, employee zone, admin 
zone etc.) and generates an optimized security policy for each, with minimal false positives. The result is tighter 
security and faster time to protection.

Virtualization: We’ve already described Alteon’s vADC per application approach, which isolates the application 
deliver service and any potential fault per specific application. As the AppWall service is part of each vADC 
separately, it delivers one homogenous optimized security policy per application, isolating each application’s 
policy from its neighboring application without having to deploy additional boxes in the data center. Moreover, as 
the AppWall is also considered a CPU-intensive module, the resources required to support it within each vADC 
are also isolated, guaranteeing predictable performance for the ADC service as well as for the AppWall Service.

Out-of-path WAF: WAF deployments require placing another device or module inline of the application data 
path. This introduces additional latency, more risk to the application (more potential for device/module failures), 
and potential bottlenecks. Radware’s out-of-path WAF architecture allows placing the AppWall out of path, 
observing all traffic and detecting the attack attempts as they arrive. Thanks to the integration of Alteon and 
AppWall with Radware’s DefensePro – a smart DDoS mitigation device normally placed at the edge of the data 
center - it can send the session attack information to it and have the attack blocked before it enters the data 
center. By leveraging Radware’s unique Defense Messaging mechanism.
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Figure 7 – Radware’s out-of-path WAF architecture, with Defense Messaging, integrating Alteon, AppWall and DefensePro

Protecting the Applications’ Service Levels Over the WAN
Alteon includes an advanced multi-homing module - LinkProof. It is designed to not only guarantee uninterrupted 
Internet and WAN connectivity, but also to ensure service levels per application, whether the application is 
deployed on premise or in the cloud. 

The LinkProof module interoperate with all other next generation services incorporated into the Alteon, enabling 
organizations to manage and optimize their WAN links performance: The LinkProof continuously monitors the 
health of the WAN links to ensure each transaction is redirected towards the most available WAN connection 
and sent through the link that provides the fastest response time for this specific user / application. LinkProof 
also leverages the APM and FastView modules to manage and optimize the applications’ service levels over the 
WAN links; it leverages Defense messaging to send and receive attack information for the other Attack Mitigation 
Network components such as DefensePro and DefensePipe.

Next Generation, Multi-Service Architecture for Full SLA Assurance
Alteon ADC provides the industry’s first fault 
isolated instances that provide virtualization 
while locking in machine resources per virtual 
instance for enterprises at any size. This 
technology enables each Alteon platform to 
run multiple, completely autonomous ADC 
instances, each with its independent operating 
system versions, CPU cores, memory, network 
stack and management control.

The ability to create ADC instances and allocate 
dedicated system resources to each within the 
Alteon platform means that SLA requirements 
for each ADC instance can always be met 
and Web advanced services can run without 
impacting performance. 

Legacy ADC approaches with shared 
virtualized segmentation result in resource 
contention between ADC instances – where 
one overloaded application might take 
system resources from another. Organizations 
that need predictable performance for 
critical applications can dedicate a virtual 

On demand 
scaling up- adding 
more throughput, 
services and 
vADCs

On demand scaling 
out-of-the-box for 
computational 
intensive services

Figure 8 – Multi-service architecture for full SLA assurance
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ADC instance to each application and be assured that the performance of the application will never be 
compromised. The unique ADC deployment model in Alteon provides fully fault isolated ADC instances for 
running multiple services.

The Alteon architecture was designed to dynamcially scale when necessary.  On-demand scalability provides  
more throughput, services and vADCs into existing Alteon platforms, with no hardware modifications and without 
causing any disturbance to running applications or risking resource contention on any of the ADC services. Each 
Alteon instance can be allocated with capacity units as needed.

Moreover, next generation ADC services are often resource intensive and their resource requirements may 
vary significantly in different scenarios (e.g. under cyber-attack or serving more complex pages) and across 
applications. Radware’s Alteon solution offers a deployment model which not only locks resources per 
application, but also guarantees resources per NG ADC service such as FastView and WAF, allocating dedicated 
capacity units per NG service.

Should additional resources be required, Alteon also supports on-demand scaling out-of-the-box, leveraging 
external compute resources for those computational intensive NG services.

Complete ADC Lifecycle Automation
For as long as data centers have existed, automating their processes and operations (inclusive of their contained 
network-level services) has been a critical priority for IT organizations. Alteon’s centralized management system 
(APSolute Vision) offers a set of powerful tools that automate an array of processes along the lifecycle of the 
application delivery and security services, including resource provisioning, service configuration, maintenance 
and monitoring processes, resulting in significantly improved IT productivity. The tools include:

AppShape – For every new application, the first step for 
network admins is setting up the respective layer 4-7 
application delivery policies. AppShape configuration 
templates streamline the deployment of new off-the-shelf 
applications, reduce errors, and provide an optimized 
layer 4-7 policy and configuration for specific applications. 
Alteon was tested and certified with many leading 
business applications from different vendors including 
Microsoft Exchange, Lync, SharePoint, Oracle PeopleSoft 
and E-Business Suite, Blackboard Learn, SAP CRM and 
ERP, Learning solution and many others. Based on those 
integration tests and certification, AppShape templates were created, which optimize the ADC service for best 
application’s performance, scalability, security and availability, while simplifying and accelerating the application 
deployment. AppShape templates help the ADC and application administrators to deploy and configure all 
required ADC options in a fast, risk-free and user-friendly manner.

Operator Toolbox – Designed specifically for the network 
operator (both ADC experts and non-experts) to allow 
automation of various operational tasks, Operator Toolbox 
significantly reduces the operational workload throughout 
the ADC services’ lifecycle. These operations can be set 
with different parameters, assigned to specific user roles, 
applied to specific devices, and scheduled to take place 
automatically. Functions are available out-of-the-box with a 
full library of certified tools or can be created and customized 
to the specific needs of an organization.

www®

E-BUSINESS SUITE
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Summary
Emerging trends in the IT and application infrastructure require a different approach to delivering applications 
and guaranteeing SLAs. Unlike legacy ADC solutions which only deliver best effort application SLAs, the 
Alteon solution is designed to provide a holistic solution for SLA assurance and SLA improvement, enabling 
proactive application performance management. Alteon features a unique architecture that guarantees resource 
reservation and SLA per application and per next generation ADC service. It allows simple scalability and 
resource allocation and next generation services that extend to in-depth visibility into an application’s SLA with 
APM. Additionally, it provides tools to improve SLA with FastView advanced performance acceleration service, 
simplicity in the deployment of automated Alteon’s WAF security services that cannot degrade neighboring 
applications SLAs, and integration into Radware’s AMN that mitigates data center attacks.  The embedded 
LinkProof module extends Alteon’s service level assurance benefits beyond the data center’s boundaries and 
over the WAN. Unlike any other ADC, the combination of Alteon services and its architecture empowers IT 
administrators to take control and guarantee application SLAs.
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